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soal lomba mapsi Q: What do you call someone who pays a lot of
attention to their personal appearance? When I was growing up
(in the United States), there was an acronym that I didn't fully

understand that was used by teenage boys to refer to people who
paid a lot of attention to their appearance. For instance, if you

were wearing a navy blue sweater, then you were wearing a
"Navy Blue Coat." If you were wearing white tennis shoes, you
were wearing "White Shoes," and so on. Later, I was amazed to

discover that "Navy Blue Coat," "White Shoes," etc. were simply
variations on a much wider theme: "Sailor." The joke would be

"Just look at you, you're wearing your sailor suit! Get out of
here." A: There is a term for this type of thing: Sailor suits: A
sailor suit is a kind of clothing worn in public by boys for one
specific event, such as a competition or party. The idea that a

type of clothing, such as a blue sweater, can become the name of
a uniform seems like a legend or myth. I never heard about sailor
suits until I went to Canada, and the tradition there goes back far

enough that it was considered a modern tradition. In modern
dress, it is not a term I have heard. A: If you're referring to the
analogy about wearing a sailor's uniform on a sunny day, it's

called a sailor's uniform. A: A formal term is naval uniform A
naval uniform is clothing worn by a member of the Royal Navy,

usually on ceremonial occasions. It is also worn in the Royal
Navy,, and in Commonwealth navies. There are four main

categories of naval uniform: mess dress, mess dress with medals
and plumes, service dress and shore dress. A traditional naval
uniform is the white mess dress, with black-topped epaulettes
and a peaked cap for ceremonial occasions; the mess dress is a

modified version, with shoulderboards instead 3e33713323
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